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Evolution of the Lebanese Income Share, 2005-2016
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Top 1% income share in selected regions, 1980-2016
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Extreme Social Polarization
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Billionaires’ wealth as a share of National Income, in
selected countries (average over 1990-2017)
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Wealth Shares in Lebanon, averages over 1990-2016
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Summary of part 1

I Results from a new study which combines new micro-fiscal
data, survey data and national accounts show that the
distribution of economic resources is extremely unequal in
Lebanon

I The ”Lebanese economic Miracle” only benefited top groups -
which largely coincide with the ruling elites

I The 2019-2020 crises have in all likelihood increased further
social polarization, inequality and poverty

I Any political transition needs to put social justice at its core
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Evolution of tax revenues as share of GDP 2005-2017
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Structure of the fiscal system (Average 2005-2017)
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Evolution of top marginal tax rates on personal income, in
selected countries
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Evolution of top marginal tax rates on personal income, in
selected countries
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Summary of part 2

I Low fiscal capacity : Tax revenues represented only 15% of
total GDP in Lebanon in 2017, compared to 21% in Chile,
25% in the US, and an average of 34% for the OECD
countries

→ No means to undertake efficient social policies
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Which Tax Reforms for more Social Justice ?

1. Establish a General Income Tax, that taxes all income
sources, together, and at progressive rates

I With more capital income included
I Simplified, with less exemptions, on total income
I With higher top marginal tax rates
I Ensure that the system lies mostly on direct taxation

2. An Exceptional Wealth Tax
I A 10% tax on billionaire’s wealth can yield 3% of the NI
I Historically implemented in time of crises

3. A more comprehensive and progressive wealth tax

4. Fighting Tax Evasion
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Conclusion

I The political and economic crises showed us that Lebanon
needs an overhaul of the current system and the creation
of a new social contract

I Given that inequality and poverty are among the most urgent
economic challenges, social justice should be at the core of
any reform plan

I Taxes can be a useful tool to increase fairness, and Lebanon
enjoy a large margin of maneuver in this field

I A state cannot survive if it is not able to tax properly its
citizens, in particular its richest members

Thank you !
lydia.assouad@gmail.com
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